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EXHIBIT III 
 

[To be reproduced on the applicant letterhead] 
 

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FORM (TSO) 

IGB PIPELINE MARKET TEST PROCEDURE 

ICGB AD 

The undersigned [  ●  ], resident in [  ●   ] in his/her capacity as legal representative of [   ●  ], with 

registered office in [   ●  ], (hereinafter, the Applicant), hereby declares that the Applicant: 

i.    intends to participate in the ICGB AD Market Test and is interested in connecting to the IGB Pipeline 

as per INTEREST DECLARATION here forth; 

ii.   accepts, approves and adheres, in their entirety, to the “IGB Pipeline Market Test Expression of 

Interest Phase Notice”; and 

iii.  complies without reservations with the provisions of article 8 (How to participate to the EOI Phase) 

of the EOI Notice and, for the purposes of article 8 thereof, authorizes, to the extent necessary, 

ICGB AD to apply to the competent authorities to obtain any information they consider 

necessary for such purposes. 
 

Accordingly, the Applicant encloses herewith: 
 

I.    Documentation proving his/her capacity as legal representative of the Applicant; 

II.   Evidence of the payment of the Participation Fee as provided by article 8 of the EOI Notice. 

III.  Documents and Declarations as per article 8 of the EOI Notice 
 

INTEREST DECLARATION 
 

hereby declares to be interested to connect the IGB Pipeline to its gas transmission system 

named                                              _(hereinafter the “System”) with the following specifications: 
 

 
 
 

Interconnection Point:                                   (please use coordinates WGS84 projections UTM) 
 

Status of the System:                                      (under development; under construction; in operation. Please 

provide details.) 
 

Interconnection capacity in Entry to IGB Pipeline                              Ncm/h and/or in Exit from IGB 

Pipeline_                                  Ncm/h 
 

Tentative date of interconnection operation:                   ;
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(To be left blank if not applicable)       hereby declares to be interested to ship gas on a long term

basis through the following services on the IGB Pipeline, subject to ship-or-pay agreements with ICGB AD: 
 

1)   Firm forward flow maximum capacity of                                 Ncm/h from IGB Entry Point to IGB Exit 

Point for a period of                                  _years (Standard periods of 5, 10,15,20,25 years). Would 

you be interested in contracting the requested capacity at a starting date other than the IGB 

Commercial Operation Date ?                               If yes, than please specify the starting date 

                               (dd/mm/yyyy) 
 

 

2)   Firm reverse flow maximum capacity                                Ncm/h from the IGB Exit Point to the IGB 

Entry Point for a period of                                    years (Standard periods of 5, 10,15,20,25 years). 

Would you be interested in contracting the requested capacity at a starting date other than the IGB 

Commercial Operation Date ?                               If yes, than please specify the starting date 

                               (dd/mm/yyyy) 

3)   Interruptible reverse flow maximum capacity                                Ncm/h from the IGB Exit Point to 

the IGB Entry Point for a period of                                    years (Standard periods of 5, 10,15,20,25 

years). Would you be interested in contracting the requested capacity at a starting date other than 

the IGB Commercial Operation Date ?                               If yes, than please specify the starting date 

                               (dd/mm/yyyy) 

4)   Please indicate, if any, preferences for different entry/exit points along IGB route with associated 

start up dates, type of services (forward, reverse), duration of services and respective capacities per 

entry/exit points. 

5)   Please indicate interest in acquiring any of these products on a secondary market 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The submission of this expression of interest neither shall bind the Applicant to submit a binding offer 

nor shall bind ICGB AD to actually invest and to realize the IGB Pipeline. 
 

[Place], [Date] 
 

 
 
 

Signature 
 

Contacts references of the Applicant 
 

Company and contact data:
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Contact person: …………………………………………….. 

Company: …………………………………………………... 

Address: ……………………………………………………. 

Phone: ……………………………………………………… 

Fax: ……………………………………………….………... 

Email: ………………………………………………………. 

SPECIFIC APPROVAL OF CLAUSES of general rules 

The Applicant hereby expressly approves the EOI Notice content and procedure with relevant attachments. 

[Place], [Date] 
 

 
 
 

Signature 


